
 
 

Zebra G Tips: Trouble shooting and ink selection 

The Zebra G Flexpert and Flexpert with flexnibs are provided with a free 2ml sample of Noodler’s 

Standard black.  

We strongly suggest testing the unit first with the free 2ml sample that is provided. Over thousands 

of hours and thousands of tests with all leading brands of ink, we have found that Noodler’s 

Standard black is the optimal ink for our flexpert for the following reasons: 

1. Noodler’s standard Black washes out of the pen very easily (despite being a bulletproof ink). 

Most permanent document protection inks are staining and require a lot more trouble and 

effort to flush out. Please test out the 2ml sample first. We have dozens of cases, where users 

first try their leading brand of ink and then have trouble flushing out the flexpert or they run 

into ink interaction issues when they load up the 2ml sample second without fully being able 

to flush or clean the flexpert. 

 

2. This ink is bulletproof on paper, but non-staining to the hands or surroundings. This ink is 

the perfect one to diagnose and evaluate to see how the flexpert unit is working and whether 

you have any issues. Please use our 2ml sample, we have hundreds of cases of flow issues 

when using other brand of ink that get resolved when using Noodler’s standard black ink. 

 

3. Do not use Sumi or non-fountain pen friendly inks as it will clog up the flexpert. The Flexpert 

is designed to run on fountain pen friendly inks and has been proven over thousands of 

hours and daily handwriting tests by OEM to perform the best when using Noodler’s 

standard Black. 

 

4. Noodler’s standard black works on inexpensive papers. It is easy to taper with distilled water 

for feathering or one can add dishsoap if they need it to flow better.  

 

5. Please use up the 2ml sample fully first. Until you have had a chance to test the flexpert with 

the ink we provide, you will not be able to get a good feeling for how the unit performs.  

 


